Heat Emitting Tables
A Revolutionary New Concept In Outdoor Dining
CozyTable is the result of two years research and development, resulting in a brand new breed of patio heater.

With an eco-friendly 1kW electric heating system CozyTables are energy efficient and economical, costing up to ten times less than traditional gas patio heaters to run.

Cool air is taken in through the lowers vents, warmed in the pedestal, and expelled gently via the upper outlets underneath the table top. This creates a warm and cozy atmosphere with no intense light, or hot-to-touch parts.

CozyTable applications are endless. With both domestic and commercial uses for warming indoor and outdoor cold spots.

Nature’s finest materials, manufactured and assembled by Craftsmen in the UK.
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Specification

Various table heights available Regular dining height 720mm for seated dining. Bar height 1020mm for standing and social areas. We can also produce custom built CozyTables to meet any design brief.

Leg Design: Choice of “Premium” Iroko Hardwood or “Standard” painted timber leg, each available with a tapered square design or stylish round turned profile.

Table Tops: Luxury table tops constructed from 20mm thick solid granite, round or square. Many other table top designs by quotation.

Power: Mains powered 1kW ~ 230v Detachable power lead Weatherproof rating: IP 35

CozyTables are portable devices, making them suitable for heating outdoor environments without the need for “Part L” Building Regulations (Conservation of fuel and power)

Thermal Imaging Camera Readings

Chilly October Evening Ambient Temperature: 5.3 °C

CozyTable Max Temp. 63.5 °C
(at the mouth of the heat outlets, warm, yet safe to touch)

Spot Temp. 21.1 °C
(reading at customer’s lap, very comfortable hands, thighs & chest)

Average Temp. 17.2 °C
(within the table area & surrounding 500mm)